Career Profile

Use this Career Profile to explore some career options deeper using onetonline.org, bls.gov/ooh, or myplan.com.

Job Description/Summary
List the duties, responsibilities, tasks, work activities, context, work environment or job requirements.

Skills
List the skills, abilities needed to complete work tasks.

Values
List the occupational values are generally associated with this occupation.

Education/Training Needed
List the related, knowledge, education, training needed to obtain this occupation. O*Net Job Zone:

Personality and Interests
What Holland Interest codes are related to this occupation? _______________
MBTI Type: ______________. □Realistic □Investigative □Artistic □Social □Enterprising □Conventional

Job Outlook & Wages
Related Occupations

Additional Resources
Professional associations, people who can tell me more about this occupation, faculty, local companies, etc.

Reflect on the Occupation
What I like about this occupation...

What I dislike about this occupation...

Challenges I may face if I pursue this occupation...

I would pursue this occupation...
□YES □NO
If Yes, What action steps do I need to prepare?
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.